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1. Introduction

Despite the present great lead of ion engines in development

level, performance and life for sizes up to several kW, new in-

terest in magnetoplasmadynamic thrusters for higher power levels

(up to hundreds of kW) has arisen in recent years. Mission stud-

ies 0 showed specific impulse values between 1000 and 2000 s

for orbit raising and orbit transfers for optimized mass savings

and trip times, and advantages for MPD propulsion even with rel-

atively low efficiencies.

With the probable realization of the SP-100 nuclear space power

plant, sufficient power would also be available for steady state

MPD propulsion, so that the benefits of these thrusters versus

pulsed ones could be utilized; i.e., the ruggedness and simplic-

ity of power and propellant conditioning and the about 3 orders

of magnitude smaller cathode erosion. But there are also disad-

vantages of steady state thrusters; e.g., with quasi-steady ones

(but with other geometries) the achieved efficiencies and spe-

cific impulses were in some cases higher.I

The research work covered in this report deals with these and

related problems: in chapter two, the experimental results with

nozzle-type and cylindrical thrusters are presented. The influ-

ence of cathode position, ambient pressure, anode gas injection

and propellant type on the performance is investigated. The

thruster design studies and the heat transfer calculations for

the MPD thruster with a radiation-cooled anode are reported.

With the continuously running Stuttgart thrusters, the critical

I 2/ values and therefore the attainable specific impulses are

smaller compared with the data read at Princeton and Tokyo. To

check whether these differences are a function of the design

configuration or of the operation mode, thrusters identical in

geometry and electrode material were built and tested in both
the continuously running and the pulsed mode. The experimental

results are discussed in chapter 3.
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Cnapter 4 reports about erosion measurements on pulsed and con-

tinuous MPD thrusters. In the case of steady state operation,

two different kinds of erosion must be distinguished: erosion

during starting phase, when the cathode is cold, and the much

lower erosion during steady state operation, when the cathode is

hot. For both phases, the cathode mass loss has been separately

measured. Erosion measurements on a pulsed thruster with the

same electrode material and geometry allow the comparison of

both operationmodes with respect to electrode erosion.

The theoretical evaluation of the electrode erosion mechanisms,

also a part of chapter 4, has been carried out under contract

AFOSR 82-0298.4

Parallel to the experimental investigations, analytical and nu-

merical approaches to determine flow, pressure, temperature and

current density field of the midstream flow discharge region in

MPD thrusters were carried out (partly under Grant AFOSR 82-

0298). These programs are applied to the specific geometries of

the Stuttgart thrusters. In chapter 5, results are demonstrated

and compared with experiments.

The steady state experiments presented are made possible by a

facility unique in Europe with highly regulated (low ripple) dc

power up to 48,000 A and 6 MW continuous. A large flexible vacu-

um system with up to about 33 m 3/s (33,000 1/s) pumping capacity

permits continuous testing over a wide range of tank pressures

and massflow values. Tank pressures at or below 2.10 - 2 mbar,

adequate at least for self-field thrusters, can be maintained

with a flow rate of up to I q/s with argon. The vacuum system

blank-off pressure (without the large tanks) is 4 x 10- 4 mbar,

and with tanks connected at present about 10- 3 mbar--the dif-

ference being due to moisture and other outgassing, e.g. from

leaks and from the silicone oil of the thrust balance.

In Fig. 1 a view of the laboratory hall of the IRS, as of summer

1986, is shown with the different vacuum tanks and the computer

platform.
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2. Steady State MPD Thrusters

2.1 Nozzle-Type Thruster

The emphasis of the design and test work during the research

period has been on nozzle-type self-field MPD thrusters.

Two different design concepts with both the same nozzle and

electrode dimensions were investigated. While the first, DT1

(Fig. 2), originates from a DFVLR concept of Higel 5 and was

built for argon as propellant, the newer DT2 (Fig. 3), with

thinner segmentation allowed molecular propellants as well as

argon. Thinner segmentation avoids breakdown between the seg-

ments and is necessary, since the voltage drop along the arc

axis and the nozzle wall increases by taking nitrogen and hydro-

gen as propellants.

The thrusters consist of an upstream cathode made of 2% thori-

ated tungsten which is cast in a water-cooled copper rod, an arc

chamber, and an expansion nozzle. The arc chamber and nozzle are

Fig. 2 DTi thruster head with two different cathode positions.
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made of individual water-cooled segments; these are insulated

against each other and are electrically floating. The last and

largest of the segments represents the anode.

The thruster's dimensions include a throat diameter of 24 mm

and an outer anode diameter of 142 mm. All parts of the anode

with greater diameter are covered with a ceramic insulation. In

this manner the region of the arc's anode attachment is rela-

tively well defined. The propellant is fed mainly through the

nozzle chamber, but additional gas can be injected at the anode

ring with the DT2 thruster.

The thrusters are operated at currents of up to 6000 A with pro-

pellant flows between 0.2 and 1.5 g/s, mainly using argon.

For direct thrust measurements, the thruster is mounted on a

* thrust balance and placed into a vacuum tank with a length of

about 5 m and a diameter of 2 m and which has double, water-

cooled walls. The current feed to the balance is achieved

through mercury baths. Propellant and cooling water are supplied

C.f

0 F/

/r

Fig. 3 Nozzle-type MPD thruster DT2 with anode gas injection

ene.u ipm nnt

I

- <. *.* .; ~.~.. 5** - ... " ~*.* ~ - , .' .
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by nylon hoses which form large bows in vertical planes. In

order to eliminate errors due to electromagnetic and mechanical

interactions, calibration measurements have been performed with

the thruster short circuited and with running cooling water. In

addition, the thrust balance is remotely calibrated always be-

fore and after every test, allowing thrust measurements within

an error of less than 2%. The schematic of the thrust stand is

shown in Fig. 4. Further, the current discharge voltage,

propellant mass throughflow, and thermal losses for each

thruster segment and for the electrodes are measured.

A The measured dates were recorded by an automatic data acquisi-
tion system which is connected to a DEC laboratory computer.

Experimental results

Influence of the ambient pressure on thruster performance

(measured with DT1 thruster)

In some recent papers,b questions were raised about the validity

of test results of continuous self-field MPD thrusters because

of the relatively high ambient pressure of about 5-10 -  to

5.10 - 2 mbar in the vacuum systems. These authors referred to

measurements which were not made with self-field, but with axial

applied-field (MPD-A or Hallarcjet or MAARC) thrusters. This

sort of thruster indeed showed a strong influence by the ambient

pressure on its performance:', the curve of measured thrust

versus vacuum tank pressure showed a declining thrust with in-

creasing pressure in the region between 10- 4 and 10 mbar.

% % But there is no indication anywhere in the literature that any

tests of continuous self-field thrusters at tank pressures in
2the regime reported here (- 1-2.5x10 -  mbar) have produced erro-

neous or questionable data. This has been confirmed by measure-

ments in our facility, shown in Fig. 5. With increasing tank
pressure, there was initially no measurable change in thruster

performance. Only large changes in pressure (by a factor of - 5

.S .
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to 10, into the 10- mbar range) produced some modest deteriora-

tion of thrust and increase of voltage. Only at the highest tank

pressures of these tests, i.e. around and above 10- I mbar, did

the jet plume change its appearance. It became more diffuse,

snorter and of larger diameter and the whole thruster face took

on a halo of lwninous gas. Also, no change in the onset current

could be observed.

Calculated and measured pressures at the anode or nozzle exit

of our thruster lie in the range of 1 to 3 mbar for typical

operating conditions. This pressure is roughly a factor of 100

higher than our tank pressures. Furthermore, since with self-

field thrusters magnetic forces are always pointing outwards,

TIN)

2.5 =:0.3 A

1 :2000 A

2

.'

1 2 3 . 5 6 7 8910 2 plmbor]

..i,. .

10-2 10 - 1

U IVU.
.,,-. ,l6 :0.3 A

1 2000 A

I 2 3 . 5 6 7 8910 2
10- 2  10-1 p. Imbor]

Fig. 5 a) Thrust and b) arc voltage as a function of tank

pre sure.

- - . . 'J' . , - . 4 ",, " " ...v,..,.".,, . .. .-k -. P " ."
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there appears to be no possibility that tank gas either gets

sucked in or diffuses into that part of the discharge which de-

termines the measured performance. This is particularly valid

for steady state thrusters, which are generally operated at

higher than the critical mass flow, or at I 2/m well below onset

value. Far out in the plume, the tank gas of course mixes with

the jet and retards the thruster plasma plume (as Kuriki 11 and

others have measured), but this has no influence on the measured

performance.

Effect of cathode position (measured with DT1 thruster)

To determine the effect of the cathode position on the thruster

performance, several tests with varying cathode positions were

'p' made, in the course of which a strong effect on the thrust, the

arc voltage and therefore also on the efficiency had been no-

ticed. With the cathode tip closer to the nozzle throat (Fig.

2), a substantial part of the thermal heating of the argon pro-

pellant took place in the supersonic part of the nozzle, which

reduced the thermal thrust contribution (Fig. 6).

T"'C

8 m.O6gs.1A

7

G

.. .

3

X 85 mm

775
2

2 11 6 ~ 1

Fig. 6 Th.tas a function of current 775different athode

I i2 ~Psitions.

S..

. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Because of the shorter current path and therefore minor ohmic

voltage drop, the arc voltage became smaller with decreasing

electrode distance (Fig. 7). Below onset current, the thrust

rises more steeply with increasing electrode distance than the

& arc voltage, so that the overall efficiency increases (Fig. 8).

At currents near the onset point, the electrode distance has no

effect on the efficiency, because the slope of the thrust is

U IvI

80

70

60

50

40

30 x =85mM
/,81 - -

775-
20

10

12 3 4 5
I IkAl

Fig. 7 Arc voltage as a function of current at different cath-

ode positions.

30

mz6gs 'A

20

1 IkAI

,..Fig. 8 Thrust efficiency as a function of current at different. cathode Posit ion.
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compensated by the steeper slope of the voltage. The objections

to longer electrode distances are, first, the greater ohmic

voltage drop and therefore the possibility of arcing between the

neutral segments and, second, the fact that the heat load of the

chamber increases with increasing electrode distance (Fig. 9).

Considering these facts, for our tests a configuration with the

cathode position at x = 85 mm, measured from the anode orifice,

was chosen.

d (h Ivl

is zO.6gS
1

A
3

2

II-"

7 7.S

2 3 1. IlkAI

Fig. 9 Chamber loss voltage vs. current at different cathode

positions.
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Performance measurements (with DT1 thruster)

The thrust measurements covered a range from 900-5000 A and are

shown in Fig. 11 for several mass flows for argon in a double-

log plot. Also plotted in this figure is the electromagnetic

thrust, which was calculated with the known thrust formula of

Maecker 12

P 2 dA 3
Tm = 4 (n TC + (1)

C

A 10q/s A
10

9 0
o / /

1 / /

/ /

0 / / /

./ /

/
//

/ /

/ /

SFig. 11 Directly measured thrust vs. current for several mass

flows with argon as propellant, Tm,ma x and Tm,mi n are the

~calculated electromagnetic thrust for maximal and minimal possi-

~ble anode radius (see Fig. 2).
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with dA and dC as the anode and cathode diameter, respec-

tively. The maximun thrust Tm,max was calculated with the

largest possible anode diameter and the minimum thrust Tm,min

with the smallest possible dA (see Fig. 2). At lower currents,

the thrust increases almost linearly with I and at higher cur-

rents attains almost the slope of the Tm curve. The current

and thrust are limited by the onset condition.

Onset is detected visually by the formation of bright hopping

spots at the anode. A slight increase in the current at that

point leads to a longer attachment of the spots, causing severe

melting which destroys the anode. In the experiments, this was

avoided.

The specific impulse as a function of the correlation parameter

I2 /; is displayed in Fig. 12. It shows almost no dependence on

the mass flow and reaches a maximum of about 11,000 m/s at the

onset points. The specific impulse is in a wide range almost

linear with I 2/m and parallel to a line between I andspn ,max

Ispm,min, which means that the thermal part is independent of

the correlation parameter.

120M0 06

10000 1.0

8000

6000

4000

2000 'o -- i

Fig. 12 Specific impulse as a function of the correlation pa-

rameter Im for several mass flows wit hargon .as p rqpellant.

Ispm,max and Ispm,min are the calculated magnetic impulse

for maximal and minimal anode radius (see Fig. 2).
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In Fig. 13, the arc voltages are plotted as a function of the

discharge current, with the mass flow as parameter. Except near

onset, the arc voltages are insensitive to mass flow, and the

increase of voltage is nearly linear with the current. The

start-up voltage is about 25 to 30 V at 1 kA. The onset voltage

of roughly 70 V is nearly the samne for all mass flows between

0.3 and 0.8 g/s and in the range of the measurements in Tokyo

with the KIII thruster at 0.6 g/s argon.

UtVi

100

90

So
60

30

29

to

0
Ilk'

Fig. 13 Arc voltage as a function of discharge current for

several mass flows with argon as propl.ant.
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2000 4000 6000 0000 10000 12000 Isp [rn/I

Fig. 14 Thrust efficiency as a function of the specific im-

pulse for several mass flows with argon as propellant.

With the measured data, a thrust efficiency can be calculated as

T 2(2)

2m1-U

This thrust efficiency is displayed as a function of the specif-

ic impulse in Fig. 14. Because the Stuttgart thruster works in

the predominantly thermal region, the thrust and therefore the

efficiency rise with a higher propellant flow.

- .l**V ~ )
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Fig. 15 Loss factors of anode V),__ca thode (_VC)., neutral

segments (RA. R2, throat T and chamber ch). sum of loss factors

EQ and thermal efficiency nth as a function of current.

Thermal losses

The heat loss of each neutral segment and of the electrodes was

measured separately. Fig. 15 shows the loss factors, defined as

heat load per electrical power input times 100, of anode (VA),

cathode (Vc) and all neutral segments (R 2, R3 , throat and arc

chamber). EQ is the sum of all thermal loss factors, and is

connected with the thermal efficiency: Th = 100 - Q
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wnich is also plotted in this figure. At low currents, the loss

factor of the cathode decreases with increasing current and is

almost independent of current near the onset point. The loss

factors of the neutral elements show only a small increase with

rising current, even near the onset point, which similarly indi-

cates only a small temperature rise of the plasma jet. This

means that the severe increasing of the anode loss factor is

almost exclusively due to an increasing anode fall voltage

UA. Neglecting radiation and possible ablation effects, the

energy balance of the anode can be expressed as:iu

QA +5 k + D+U
I A 2e e conv. (3)

In order to calculate UA from this equation, the anode heat

loss QA is measured, the known value for the work function is

used, and the convective heat is determined from the measured

heat loss of the neutral segment R2 next to the anode. From in-

vestigations by Maisenh~lder of the electron temperature in the

plasma jet 1 4 for a very similar thruster, we chose an electron

temperature near the anode surface of 15,000 K. The anode fall

voltage UA is shown in Fig. 16, which is in accordance with

tne theoretical thoughts on anodes by Hgel.10 The steep rise of

UAIVI

12
m0I e,/s A

9%..

1 23 11 hAI

)ON Fig. 16 Calculated anode fall voltaqeas a funiQf dis-

crarke current for 0.8 _sargon as__prLpeliant.

AP %.%
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the anode tall voltage near the onset point, with almost un-

changed temperature in the arc jet, points to a changed anode

mechanism at onset, which could also be detected visually during

our experiments.

In Fig. 17, the anode loss voltage, defined as anode /I, is

shown for different mass flows versus the correlation parameter

I 2/m. Again the steep rise of the anode losses near the onset

point, which is independent of the mass flow, should be noted.

The thermal efficiency TTh (Fig. 15) of this thruster is about

60% and decreases near the onset point because of increasing an-

ode fall voltage, as discussed before.

Anode gas injection (with DT2 thruster)

The increase in the anode fall voltage near onset suggests that

this phenomenon is at least partly an anode problem. Bakshtib

and H~igel iu built their onset theories thereon as an anode star-

vation process. This theory and experiments at Princeton 1 6 sug-

gest that gas injection near the anode would increase the criti-

cal I2/ to higher values. The anode gas is injected at the be-

ginning of the anode, tangetial to the anode surface.

OA
Iv' m q/s A

30

20 /

#/

110

,%-

2 3 412 I 1o
1 

0AZ

Fig. 17 Anode loss voltage as a function of the correlation pa-

raneter I_ L4 for several mass flows with argon as propellant.
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In Figs. 18 and 19 the results of these experiments with an

anode gas fraction between 0 and 20% of the total propellant

flow of 0.8 g/s argon are displayed: the critical I2/m is

indeed raised from 2.4510 10 to 3.0.1010 A 2s/kg. An anode fall

IV
mA: 0-2%

6 10%
0/

4- 20%

2-

0-

-2-

-4-

Fig. 18 Calculated anode fall voltage vs. discharge current

with different portions of anode gas for a total mass flow of

0.8 g/s argon.

I

[kAl
UA = 6V 3V

4,6 -O OV

4,4-

4.,2-

. / ,0 a ft-
0 10 20 "hA°o]

Fig. 19 Current at which a certain anode loss voltagt_ is

reached (Fig. 18) vs. anode mass flow with the anode fall volt-

a as parameter.
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voltage of 3 V was taken for defining onset in the continuously

running MPD thruster (see Fig. 18).

In order to justify this, the current, at which a certain anode

loss voltage is reached, is plotted versus the injected anode

mass fraction with the anode fall voltage as parameter (see

Fig. 19).

The onset rises steadily with the anode gas fraction. The arc

voltage (Fig. 20) is almost the same at lower currents, with

somewhat lower values for the higher anode gas fractions. At

higher currents, the voltage curves spread, in accordance with

the higher anode fall voltages. This increase of the onset cur-

rent must concede to worse thrust values at higher anode gas

fractions (Fig. 21).

To overcome this handicap, experiments were carried out with the

lighter hydrogen and nitrogen as anode gas, where the masses

were chosen so that the particle number was the same as with

argon anode gas. Contrary to the expectations of the anode star-

vation theories, these anode gases changed neither the voltage

nor the onset behavior, and showed results similar to those in

UIv]

80 rmA: 0-2% 5o ,

70

60

50

' 30-

10

U 5 I A
0 1 2 3 45 1JA

Fig. 20 Arc voltage vs. discharge current with different Por-

tions of anode-qa sfor a total mass flow of 0.8 g/s argon.

--.
,I %= ~



experiments without any anode gas injection. This phenomenon can

only then be explained by H gel's theory if the injected anode

gases are not ionized at all. This requires a very low ioniza-

tion rate coefficient of the injected gases.

In Figs. 22 through 25 the voltage current characteristics are

drawn in a double logarithmic manner for argon as main (cathode)

propellant and with different elements as anode gas. The total

mass flow in each case is 0.8 g/s. The curves all show a similar

behavior--they rise linearly to a certain point of about 4.1 kA,

then change abruptly to a steeper, also constant, slope.

The first part up to the angle point, which indicates fully ion-

ized plasma, is practically identical and is independent of the

anode gas fraction. The second, steeper part of the voltage

characteristics depend on the anode gas--the more anode gas, the

less steep is the slope. An explanation may be that the injected

cold gas must be ionized and so the voltage rise is smaller than

'-..

5 .otn".e -- S Argon .

Anode $,os Argon

Totos Mossfiow: 0 B g,; s,

• S / /

-" / /

/ 0

0 10
0 5And C~a rc~n

T I

2 3 4 5 6
," otJ (urrent [ ,A ]

F.14. 21 Thru:st vs. discharge current with different portions of

anode qas, tor a total mass flow of 0.8 Z/s argon.

,9' ", %" °'. .'- .'. ..
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Ollodje Gas Argon

Anode Gas Argon

tra Mossf e* C 9 g/s °

omos

Anode Gas Fraction:

o 10x

o 5%

x 2%

0 0%

2 3 4 5 6

T ct::; Current [ kA ]

Fig. 22 Arc voltage vs. discharge current with different por-

tions of argon anode gas, for a total mass flow of 0.8 g/s
. , argon.

- o t'nde Gas Argon

- Ancde Gas ; N;trogen

a Tota Mossflo.: 0.8 g/s .

> 60-
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2 .3 4 5
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Fig. 23 Arc voltage vs. discharge current with different por

tions of nitrogen anode gas, for a total mass flow of 0.8 g/s.
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0- Cathode Gas Argon

,go Anode Gas Hydrogen

Total Massfio*: 0 8 g/s

> 60-

0 4C-

<

30 Anode Gas Fraction:

0 2 %

~ %

20 ----------
1 2 3 4 5 6

Total Current [A]

Fig. 24 Arc voltage vs. discharge current with different por-

tions of hydrogen anode gas, for a total mass flow of 0.8 g/s.
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Fig. 25 Arc voltage vs. discharge current with xenon_anode gas,

for a total mass flow of 0.8 g/s.
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without ionization. In contrast to this fact, with smaller atom-

ic masses (that means higher particle numbers must be ionized at

constant mass flow) the slope becomes steeper. This eventually

can be attributed to the better heat conduction with gases of

low atomic mass.

Without anode gas, the onset was observed visually, as described

above, by detecting arc attachment spots at the anode. With an-

ode gas injection, the rise of the anode fall voltage i6 driven

to higher currents and the onset is split: before the appear-

ance of the anode spots, the discharge begins to oscillate with

a frequency of about 220 kHz. With a further rise in the cur-

rent, the frequency rises and becomes more stochastic. For exam-

ple, witn a 5% N2 anode gas fraction:

Begin of oscillations: I = 4350 A, f = 222 kHz

at I = 4540 A, f = 267 kHz

and I = 4700 A, f = 310 kHz.

In Fig. 26 an oscillogram of such an instability is shown, taken

with a 20 MHz sample rate transient recorder from signals of a

floating potential probe in the plasma. This split of the onset

9(with the pulsed thrusters there even exists another onset

point, namely the angle point of the voltage current character-

istic as shown in section III) indicates that the onset is not

only an anode phenomenon, but also a stability problem, as ex-

plained by a theory of Schrade at the IRS. i The beginning of

the oscillation is a function of the anode gas fraction as shown

for the case Ar/Ar (cathode gas/anode gas), mtot = 0.8 g/s:

100/ 0 4020 A

98/ 2 4090 A

95/ 5 4180 A

90/10 4230 A.

Unfortunately, no performance measurements in the unstable re-

gion could be obtained, because the thrust and thermocouple

measurements are disturbed by these oscillations, and a remedy

has not yet been found.

.- - .
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Nitrogen Propellant

First experiments with molecular gases were carried out, and

tne propellant chosen was nitrogen. In Figs. 27 to 32 results

are compared with those of argon with the same volume flow,

e.g. 0.56 g/s N2 to 0.8 g/s Ar, first without and second with

10% anode gas.

In Figs. 27 and 28 the voltage/current characteristic and the

thrust are shown with no anode gas. The discharge voltage for N2

is higher roughly by a factor of 1.25. In Refs. 10 and 18 it is

shown that the onset occurs at constant values of I2./R/m=const,

with M as the molecular or atomic mass. If M = 28 is taken as

the molecular mass for nitrogen and the incidence of the above
mentioned oscillations as the onset point, this fits quite well

with 1.3-10 1 A2s/kg for Ar and 1.1.1011 A 2s/kg for N2.

For lower currents, the thrust with nitrogen is approximately

30% smaller than with argon. This can be explained by the minor

thermal thrust fraction, which depends on the smaller absolute

AU'

a00

I " q ' '" I "v V. ,

"-S. i I

" I I ''

0 20 t4p

Fiy. 26 Periodic oscillations of 230 KHz main freyguency - occur-

ing after "onset" condition.

1 4300 A, U = 72 V, m 0.72 g//s Ar, mA = 0.08 g/s N 2 .
% % c
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Fig. 27 Arc voltage vs. discharge current for an equal volume

flow of argon (0,8_ /s) and nitrogen (0.56 g/s) without anode

gas.
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Fiq. 28 -Measured thrust vs. current for an eq ~al volume f low ot

arg n (J.8 I/s)L-opd nitroen r {Th5 Z5) wittwQt flQft gas.
Tm,max anid Tlyn,min Ir'" the calculated electromnagnetic thrust

for the maximal and minimal possible anode radii.
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mass flow. With higher discharge currents, the thrust values ap-

proach each other. The efficiencies, shown in Fig. 29, are plot-

ted against the specific impulse. The lower efficiencies of Nz

are due to the higher voltage, and the decline with higher Isp

corresponds to the steep rise of tne voltage near onset.

With anode gas, the results are in general similar, as demon-

strated in Figs. 30 to 32. Again the shifting of the onset to

higher current values can be observed, where it is interesting

to note that the slope after the angle point with N2/N.2 is re-

narkably smaller than with Ar/Ar or with the combination Ar/N2

in Fig. 23.

15-1
N 1 0

J,

_J 54

'.. x N, 0.56 9/s
0 Ar 0.80 g/SC -

1'0)1 1-1

S~_pecific !repulse [km /s]

454

:'. . Thrust offticiency_ as function of the specific im-
".- i,,pj i.- t)r an e ]ld..l urne foW ot arqon J0.8 q/Sj and nitrogen

(0.56 j, s) as propellant, withoLit anode gas.
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Fig. 30 Arc voltage vs. discharge current for an equal volume

flow of argon (0,8 g/s) and nitrogen (0.56 q/s) with an anode

-. s mass fraction oQf I0,
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S 101_

U -

Anode Gas Fraction 10 % x N 0.56 g/s
o Ar 0.80 g/3

0- - -- oAJ "--- - i - ---Is

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Specific Impulse [ km/s ]
m.

Fig. 32 Thrust efficiency as a function of the specific impulse

for an equal volume flow of aron__0.8__qZ/sL and nitrogen (0.56

j/s) as2rojkellant, with an anode gas mass fraction of 10%.

2.2 Cylindrical MPD Thruster with Elongated Electrodes

In contrast to the nozzle-type MPD thrusters, which are in ef-

f tect nybr ids of pure MPD and thermal arcjets, cylindrical

thrusters are predominantly MPD devices. Further, the elongated

electrodes are hoped to reduce the pinch effect found to ne an

essential factor affecting the anode mass starvation, according

to tne calcilations of HLgel' " and the Princeton experiments."

STese catnodes will he mostly radiation-cooled and may he more

i iTnl ',j in cur r#nt -r-,it r yin, r'apabi I ity. The tit ust#,r haL; heen

Af-,:.; ri.,J hjsetd (n avai [Ia t, lin Iormat ion trom previous experi-

m-nt I rW 1i 1j 1l Prirnceturn data) and calculations tor maximam

I' mn arId sp' :i t it mp j ls,. in tif; first vpr.;ik)n ()t a continu-

'i I I rinning c lindrical ttiruster with a long cathode, the an-

ode- aij a11 neutral ;ejments will he water-co)led I, Fig. 13). A

n', ni, n.)n-c )oled vor ; ion wi t , am, c Net s'V will he

1 1 irid 
f
, 1n I I ii Ti d :; - i i , Fi 2 , in the -ari way as de-

r i )r ! 1 ow t Ir t l- ;i I 1 -h' t ,is t f r

%

a,%

"' " ' i' . , ', '- - . '. ." " ,' . .' .' ' . ' " . , . . . ''' " - ' "... "- • . J - . """ ," " " , "' .
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It is not yet evident whether the full length cathode will oper-

ate smoothly in a steady-state mode. Therefore, the cathode is

being built as a displaceable one, where the discharge will be

ignited in a retracted position. When the cathode tip begins to

glow, the cathode will be protruded to the foreseen position.

The anode is divided into three parts to give some insight into

the current density distribution on the anode and to compare it

with the theoretically evaluated values.

Since the anode rings can be switched separately, this thruster

with displaceable cathode will allow a wide range of geometric

variations to ne tested. Experiments at Princeton2 U showed

strong dependencies of tne onset I !m values on the place where

the propellant was fed. With this thruster design, therefore,

two propellant ports are anticipated in a slit around the cath-

ode and in a slit at the anode radius, both at the backplate. A

variation of the propellant fractions at these ports should show

whether the observed onset variations with quasi-steady pulsed

configurations can be reproduced with a steady-state device.

In Figs. 34 and 35 first results of the influence of the cath-

ode position variation on the current distribution are shown.

The propellant flow was a total of 2 g/s argon, divided 3:1 re-

spectively between the cathode and the outer (anode) injection

'1*

%" .. . . ... ..... _

SI vi iridr ical MP[D thr u-,tfr head schematic.

"V"
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port. In oath cases, the arc was ignited at a position of ca. -5
- mm (0 = backplate) with about 1200 A; the cathode was shifted to

ca. +5 mm and there the current was increased to the planned

cLirrent level, 2000 and 3000 A. Then the cathode was fed by
. motor with a velocity of 1 1 mm/s downwards. Both cases show

similar behavior--first the rearmost anode ring took almost all

*the current, the middle and front ring only very little. When

the cathode tip reached the region of the rear anode ring, the

anode current distribution changed dramatically--the main cur-

rent part switched from the back ring to the front ring, while

the middle anode ring was almost passed over. Both tests had to

oe stopped whien the cathode tip reached the beginning of the

tirst anode ring ca. 30 mm behind the front plate, and relative-

.* ly weak anode attachment spots occured at the outer edge of

anode ring 1. The voltage first decreased slightly witn the pro-

truding of the cathode and remained then practically constant.

With the lower current (2000 A) at 15 mm a rearrangement of the
discharge was observed, accompanied by a voltage increase. Dur-

ing ignition, some backward flashing of the arc into the chamber

in front of the throat occured, which caused some damage. As

-' these tirst experiments should only verify the working of a con-

. tinuously running cylindrical MPD arc, no thrust was measured.

.,% . % % % *,% 5. - 5 • . . • . -.. . . . --. . " .. , .' , -. .5 _-> X - . ' - - , ° . ." . . .
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Fig. 34 The a) voltage and b) anode current portions as a func-

tilon 01 tie catriode -tip_ pos.ition tor trie cylindri-cal MPD thrust-

er, withi .. 0 q/s ar 1n propellant divided 3:1 between_ cathode
ai anode injection ports. Discharge current 2000 A.
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Fig- 35 The a) voltage and b) anode curent portions as a func-
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er, with 2.09/s argon propellant divided 3:1 between cathode
and anode injection ports. Discharge current 3000 A.
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2 2. 3 Hot Anode Thruster

SA substantial part (- 30%) of the input power of an MPD thrust-

"<." er is consumed in th~e anode. Thus, a decrease in these anode

""" losses would heighten the performance of these devices.

M1P) t:custe rs with radiation-cooled anodes show higher thermal

,'tfi ciencies than those with water-cooled ones, hut they were

used only witn thrusters of a much lower power level and mainly

of the applied magnetic field type. ,

'Iie "iot Anode Thruster" (HAT) is an attempt to use these advan-

taqes (A rd rat ion-cooled anodes for thrusters in the power

ed I%

- . . . . . . . . . - . . . .



class of 200 kw. Its schematic is snown in Fig. 37. In order to

provide a sufficiently large area to radiate the anode input

power, the anode flange has a diameter of roughly 4U cm. It is

made out of tungsten; the areas not intended to be loaded by the

current are covered by tantalum carbide, which is a relatively

weak insulator. This coating insulates the radiating anode areas

and at the same time increases the coefficient of emmissivity by

about a factor of 2 to 3 versus pure tungsten.

In a first prototype, the hot anode is shielded from the other

parts of the thruster by a water-cooled copper plate, which is

diffusion welded and forms one of the neutral rings of the

nozzle.
"p

In order to compare these experimental results with those of a

water-cooled one, the thruster is designed as closely as possi-

ble in the form of the "normal" Stuttgart nozzle-type thruster.

The current is fed to the anode by 16 screws made of TZM, a

molybdenum alloy, which at the same time act as a mounting sup-

port for the heavy anode flange.

In Fig. 38, the result of a thermal analysis is shown for the

case of 60 kW power input, which is assumed to load the anode in

a linear manner. The analysis was performed using a finite ele-

ment procedure, 2 2 2 which utilizes the SMART temperature calcu-

lation code, developed at the Institut fUr Statik und Dynamik

(ISD) of the University of Stuttgart. As a result, it is shown

here that even at such a high power input (which corresponds to

roughly 200 kW electrical power input to the thruster) the tem-

perature would not at any place exceed 26000 C.

The initial tests with the HAT are intended to be carried out

in a newly installed stainless steel vacuum tank of 2 m in diam-

eter and 6 m in length. It is double walled to provide cooling

capability.

°..
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Fig. 38 Rad iat ion- cooled tungsten anode, coated with tantalum

carbide; calculated temperature distribution-in degrees C with a

non-uniform heat load of 60 kW.
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3. Quasi-Steady Operated MPD Thrusters

In Fig. 39, specific impulse data from our experiments (station-
24 1 3ary mode) and from some Princeton", and Tokyo quasi-steady

experiments were plotted against the correlation coefficient

I 2/m. The main differences that are striking are the substanti-

ally smaller I /m values and therefore the smaller specific im-

pulses which are reached in the continuous mode.

To check whether these great differences between these pulsed

thrusters and our continuous thrusters are a function of the de-

sign configuration or of the operation mode, thrusters identical

in geometry and electrode material were built (Figs. 40 and 41)

and investigated in the quasi-steady mode. 2 The neutral seg-

ments which form the nozzle (Figs. 2 and 3) were replaced by

ceramic insulators (Macor). The power source was a capacitor

bank with electrolytic capacitors2 b of approximately 6 kJ, which

provides a quasi-stationary discharge period for about 2 ms.

Since the vacuum system was sufficiently large, the gas flow did

U~
i  

Sutq r fl, c tol-N Snc f

.. " . q, A thr. t ..

/ Ir " '" - - .

i /---.

Fig. 39 Specific impulse as a function of the correlation pa-

rameter I 2/m for different thrusters, stationary_ and pulsed

ones: Stuttgart thruster, stationary (measured thrust) and

pulsed (calculated thrust), Tokyo K III thruster, Princeton

benchmark and extended anode thruster. Propellant is in all

cases argon.

PC........................................".-..................-..............9
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no t nave to be switched; that means that the electrical pulse

was "switched into" a stationary gas flow. The main discharge

was triggered by a high voltage spark, which was ignited between

the cathode and the copper arc chamber wall. The discharge cur-

rent was measured by a Pearson current transformer (301X) and

the discharge voltage at thle thruster terminals with a fast iso-

lation amplifier. Both signals were stored on transient record-

ers. The main and the ignition power supply potentials were

floating.

4-4

.4-.Fig. 40 Thruster head configuration for quasi-steady__operation,

corresponding to thruster DT1.
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A onset criterion, the appearance ot high voltage oscillations

on the voltage traces, which happen to coincide with the usual

10% fluctuation, was taken. In Fig. 42, the result )f the meas-

ired relative voltage fluctuations for different mass flows are
' "2 * L U

plotted versus the correlation parameter I'!m. For I /m < 1 -10

A2s,'kg, no voltage oscillations could be observed, but they

start almost instantaneously above this "critical" value with a

magnitude of 10% and above, so that for this thruster and an am-

bient pressure of ca. 2-10 - 2 mbar, the critical or onset point
Iproved to be 1"10" A Is/kg, a factor of 2.5 smaller than within

the continuous operation mode!

30 -06

1-0

20 • -36.

I ,,i , .,Jl'-

05 10 15 20 25 .

Fig. 42 Relative voltage fluctuations for different mass flows

vs. correlation parameter I 2/1, with argon as-Propellant.

a) b)

Fig. 43 Typical _a) _current and b) voltage wave forms below on-

. set I _'/_ = 5.10 '" A2s/kg).

i;~
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in Figs. 43 to 45, typical current and voltage wave forms are

plotted from the transient recorder. Fig. 43 shows the traces

for a typical discharge under the critical region (I /m 0.5-10 u

A' s/'kg): the current pulse is almost rectangular and the volt-

age pulse is also smooth and over a long period constant.

Fig. 44 shows the current pulse and two voltage pulses for the
*u 2region just above the onset (1.0"10 < I /m < 1.5-10" A's/kg):

the current pulse deforms and the constant part gets smaller. In

Fig. 45, the case high above onset is plotted: the current shows

a disLinct peak at the beginning which corresponds to the de-

pression in the voltage trace. The whole pulse period is pro-

longed.

Current voltage characteristics with the mass flow as parameter

are shown in Fig. 26 in a double-log plot. They show the famil-

iar kinked form , with a constant slope up to a certain cur-

rent value and then an abrupt jump to a steeper, also constant

b))

I .  b) C )

"ig. 44 Typical a) current and b), cLvoltage wave forms 4ust

above onset. b) I /m = 1.1-10 A s/kg, c) / l.410"

A 2s/ /kg)

[ .2"

[ V..'
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qA

a) b)

Fig. 45 Typical a) current and b) voltage wave forms well

above onset (I 2 !m = 2.9.1010 A's/kg).
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Fig. 46 Current-vo1tage ch-aracteristics " with the argon mass

flow as parameter. Dotted line represents the continuous thrust-

er as comparison.



1,)pe. In triese -xper iiients, triis "knee" Coincides with tU*- on-

set ,_rre' nt , w!) c il u eMs reasonable, since the "onset" marks

e anot rer h i , i 'A I 4,'hjv iot r) tue arc wit: nighet anode losses

and voltages. Kiriki called this knee "critical current", but

jet ined I onset a "l imit ing current" wnicn is locatea somewhere

on to t rPu nranch ),t tn cha acter 1st c. Choue i ri found in

the knee" tne beginninrj ot an instability which is related to

the transirion to a fully ionized plasma, and which is damped

away it righer cj.rrents still well below onset point. As in the

case with stead; state thrusters, our experiments with these

pul,od devices ;how-d that currents above onset point are always

connected with -nelteJ spots at the anode, because the former

diffuse anode attachment of the arc probably constricts to over-

come a so-called "anode starvation". '" We have noticed such

% meltinj spots wit'1 all currents above the "knee", so that set-

tLnq tnis "knee current" as onset current seems meaningful.

-" In the same figure (4b), a dotted line is used to plot the volt-

age characteristic of the continuous mode; this dotted line has

lower values and the oscillations appear after this angle

point. This indicates that these two instabilities may be ot

difterent origin. The lower voltages are probably caused by the

lower cathode fall with a glowing tungsten cathode compared to a

cold one. A further indication that the onset point is a change

in the physical behavior is shown in Fig. 47. The current output

of tue PFN for a given charging voltage U, as a f inction of the

mass tl)w shows A dl st inct ki,.k at a current, which coincides

with the ons(t .

In a serie,- ;t e xp-r-im-nts, the dependence of onset with the am-

ti .t } ,; , wi; w;t iated, which showed that with increas-

iig am:iiplt Jres.,Jre the onset current rises substantially

(Fig. 48 r. 1 _is r esuIt contradicts the tindings with steady

stat thritt 0, W) iCn indicates that both operation modes,

tead ypsk p , and continuous, are not on," distinguished

tby dift t,-'O •t !i., c:ndil ions, i.o. cold and hrot, but also by

"-" ,)tuer' ;' 1 i ;rm'Kim W' ,'I t .t:; .
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Fij. 47 Discharge current as a function of mass flow for a

likven chariing condition of the PFN.

FII 4 ')lst ttie qas-stea thruster -as -4-fgriton, _of

ambi-ent-pressure.



Thrust

Thrust 1 ;noasured in -n ind irct manner. The thruster is mount-

ed on a pendul.n tnrust oalance and the total impulse of the

dmschar,je is measjred by the pendulum displacement. The thrust

is then calculated by assuming a rectangular discharge pulse."

The balance is calibrated by applying a known impulse.

Mea:;ureinents of thrust were taken with argon (Fig. 49) and ni-

trogen (Fig. 50) as propellant for several mass flow rates and

currents. In both figures the thrust of the continuously running

tnruster is displayed for comparison as dashed lines for one

mass flow, along witni the possible minimal and maximal magnetic

thrust. The thrist of the pulsed experiments is smaller, espe-

cla I , at lower cur*r nts. A possible explanation could be that

the thermal het-ung of the propellant is incomplete because of

turbulences caus ed by jumping cathode attachment spots of the

arc. Tnis is confirmed by high speed films (20000 frames/s)--no

stabilization of the jet plume could be observed during the 2 ms

pulse. The specific impulse as a function of the parameter I /m

is plotted in Fig. 51 with mass flows as parameter for nitro-

gen. The specific impulse runs almost linear to I over a wide

range and runs parallel to the magnetic specific impulse.

The efficiencies, shown in Figs. 52 and 53, are lower than in

tne cont inuous case because of the lower thrust and the higher
d iScha [ge Vw) I (1P.

L .•..
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Fig. 49 Thrust as a function of current with argon mass flow as

parameter. Dotted line represents the continuous thruster as
comparison. Tm,mi n and Tm,ma x are the calculated electromag-

netic thrust.
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F'ig. 50 Thrust as a function of current with nitrogen mass flow

.as parameter. Dotted line represents the continuous thruster as

comparison. Tm,min and Tm,max are the calculated electromag-

netic thrust.
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Fig. 51 Specific impulse as a. function of the correlat ion Pa-
rameter 1'/m for several mass flows with nitrogen as propellant.

Tsp~ma ad 'pm~in are the calculated magnetic imus
for maximal and minimal anode radius.
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V. ~ Fig. 52 Thrust efficiency vs. -discharge current for dif ferent
*mass flows of argon. Dotted line represents the continuous
- thruster as comparison.
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FI. 53 Thrust efficiency vs. discharge current for different

mass flows of nitrogen. Dotted line represents the continuous

tnruster as comparison.
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Magnetic Probe Measurements

Magnetic probe measurements are not possible on a continuous

plasma jet because of the high heat loads on the probe. These,

however, are of minor influence with pulsed jets. With an iso-

lated magnetic probe, the current contour lines were measured 29

and are compared with calculated lines in Fig. 54. They coincide

fairly well for the 10% and 20% current contour line. The fact

that in the measured case the anode attachment is more concen-

trated downstream of the nozzle end than in the calculated case

may be attributed to the theoretical model which neglects the

boundary layer along the nozzle and anode walls and take-, a uni-

form conductivity over the cross section. The theoretical model

is described in detail in chapter 5.

ti I 1 .3 kA

I kA

Fig .54.,.j a) Caclae an b)maue-urntcnorlnso

q/ aro an 530 A 5 dichrg current. I ;

.K A

p.-

. I.

" -,'Fig. 54 a) Calculated and b) measured current contour lines of

-p., an MPD dischargle in the nozzle-type plasma thruster D2 for 0.8
'p. g/s argon and 1300 A discharge current.
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With the measured current contour lines and a calculated elec-
trical conductivity, taken as constant, the Joule's heat source

distribution was determined in Fig. 30 a) for 1300 A and in b)
for 3150 A. With higher current, the heating zone constricts to

the middle axes.
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Concludin Remarks

The experimental results presented are part of a greater effort

to understand MPD propulsion and the related phenomena, which

include theoretical investigations, both of the midstream flow

field and electrodes and of erosion. The goal of the experiments

is twofold: first to give a basis of data for the theories and

second to come up with better and more efficient thruster de-

signs, since the performances of self-field MPD thrusters, at

least in the investigated power field < 500 kW, are quite mod-

est. With regard to this second goal, the experiments presented

here can be summarized:

1. The acceleration machanism of nozzle-type MPD thrusters in

the tested performance regime is not only determined by the

self magnetic forces but also to a great extent by thermal

expansion.

2. The influence of cathode position on the thruster performance

is a further proof of the important role of the thermal ac-

celeration.

3. A variation of the ambient tank pressure up to 0.5 mbar hard-

ly influences the thruster performance. Also, the onset point

-'S is not shifted with steady operation mode. Thus, the evalua-

tion of specific impulse and efficiency with direct thrust

measurement are valid; no entrainment of ambient gas is to be

expected at operation below onset.

4. The performance improvement hoped for in nozzle-type thrust-

P- ers with anode gas injection due to shifting of the onset to

higher currents was not realized.

5. With anode gas injection, the onset phenomena were split:

at least two onset effects with steady state MPD tnrusters

could be observed:

._. a) anode spot attachment due to particle starvation

) iih frpquency curren oscillations.

S.This indLcat0os that the onset limitations are caused by sev-

Seral different physical reasons.

6. At these low power ranges, the lighter propellant nitrogen

:_,ows no advantages over argon.
Vsoe ro
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7. First experiments with a cylindrical thruster proved the

-, feasibility of a cathode protruding from the backplate. The

current distribution on the anode depends to a large extent

on the cathode position.

8. Quasi-steady, pulsed, nozzle-type thrusters showed worse per-

formances in the power range considered than steady-state op-

erated thrusters:

a) higher voltages, due to the cold cathode

b) lower thrust, perhaps due to the worse input of the ohmic

* heat because of turbulent flow in the thruster

c) lower onset values, which occur at the "knee" of the volt-

age current characteristics.

4.4
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4. Cathode Erosion Studies on MPLD Thrusters

4.1 Introduction

It is a known phenomenon that in a pulsed MP) thruster,
32 33

and during the starting phase in a continuous MPD thruster ,

the arc cathode attachment resembles many hot spots of high cur-

rent density. These spots are usually highly nonstationary and

jump across the cathode surface. Such a spotty attachment is in-

deed the most common one on cold metal cathodes of low pressure

arcs , and seems to be an intrinsic feature of those dis-

charges. Despite the growing literature on this phenomenon, it

is still not fuLly understood. However, since the time resolu-

4 tion of electrical and optical measuring techniques went up into

the 4s and even beyond the nanosecond range, and since scanning

electron microscopy became a widespread technique of investi-

. ~ gating the arc traces left on cathode surfaces, one has learned

much more on the mechanisms of this spotty attachment. Today one

distinguishes between a) microspots with diameters of several 4m

(maybe even less) and with current densities of the order of

1012 A/m 2 (maybe even higher) and displacement velocities of

several hundred meters per second and b) spots which are much

more stationary (velocities of the order of several m/s) with

diameters of up to 100 4m. These latter, larger spots appear

to be the result of spot clustering; i.e., due to favorable

emission conditions, the inicrospots do not spread over a larger

area but rather stick to a smaller area, and by locally over-

heating this area cause larger molten zones and relatively heavy

damage to the cathode. If such a clustering does not occur, the

microspot damage is less severe because of the rapid spot mo-

tion, and because consequently there is more widespread averaged

heatload on the cathode surface.

Another quite interesting feature is the fact that the average

number of spots is proportional to the arc current, and that a

single spot can carry only a limited current, tne quantity of

which depends on the cathode material.

04/
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WLthin a transverse magnetic field, these spots jump preferably

into the retrograde direction, i.e. they move oppositely to Am-
3.9 40

pere's law as long as the ambient pressure is small enough. ,

These are only some of the most striking known and established

effects observed on spotty cathodes. Many more detailed spot

features have been observed and put forward, but they cannot be

dealt with in the framework of this paper. Reference shall

therefore be made to the literature.
3 b

Nevertheless, since a variety of these effects are obviously in-

volved at the cathode-arc interphase of MPD thrusters, it is

mandatory that this spot behavior be investigated in order to

understand and predict the discharge and erosion effects during

the starting phase of a continuous or during the pulse phase of

a quasi-steady MPD-arc thruster.

After the starting phase of a continuously running thruster,

which lasts about a fraction of a second or a few seconds de-

pending on the arc current, the cathode, which usually consists

of a thoriated tungsten rod--so far the only successfully used

in continuous thrusters--starts to glow, and the original spotty

*- attachment becomes a quiet, more diffuse one. The current densi-

ties of these diffuse attachments on bright glowing tungsten

cathodes are of the order of 10' A/m 2 and are commonly explained

by thermionic emission, 32 while the high current densities of

the spots can only be interpreted by means of field or enhanced

thermal field emission. 41 42

The followinq section reports about erosion measurements on

pa I Sed aInI CMnt knu1ouS; MPI) thrusters and consequently on spotty

and ditfuse cathode attachments, while the subsequent sections

give a patIally quantitative theoretical interpretation and

discuission of tho experimental findings.

7 4
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4.2 Experiment

The cathode erosion tests have been conducted on the nozzle-type

MPD thruster DTI, shown in Fig. 2. For the pulsed thruster ex-

periments, the water-cooled segments up to the anode ring have

been replaced by a heat resistant glass ceramic (MACOR) and the

water cooling in anode and cathode not applied. The eroded mass

is determined by weighing the cathode before and after the ex-

periment with a precision balance having an accuracy of 1 mg at

a weighing range of 1 kg.

Steady State MPD Thruster

With steady state operating MPD tnrusters, two different modes

of erosion must be distinguished:

a) Starting with a cold cathode, heavy erosion takes place,

which can usually be detected as a sort of "spitting" of glowing

particles or droplets. Some tenth of a second to several seconds

later, the cathode tip becomes hot and glowing so that thermion-

ic or enhanced thermal field emission can occur and the dis-

charge becomes stable and quiet.

b) During the steady state operation phase, the arc attachment

is confined to the bright glowing area of the cathode tip. The

erosion effect is much smaller, and no glowing particles are

ejected.

To measure these different erosion rates, two series of tests

were performed: long duration and start-only runs.

S-. Erosion during starting phase. During the "start-up phase", the

arc attachment consists of many highly unstationary hot spots

which jump over the cathode surface and which cause a relatively

high evaporation and even splashing of cathode material.

A current voltage plot of this initial starting phase (0 t

tT) is shown in Fig. 56. To determine the average eroded mass

durinq this starting phase, experiments with 30 to 50 runs with

differont preset ignition currents were performed. In each case,

the arc was extinguished after stabilization. To exclude eventu-

at thermal effects in the starting phase, a waiting period of

'[

! 4
o
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* about 10 minutes was taken between the tests to cool down the

cathode. Depending now on the i(nition current I set by the

power supply, the time duration tj of the starting phase,

i.e. the tine to heat up the cathode, varies between about a

fraction of a second and several seconds, as shown in Fig. 57.

I[A] UM

1000- -100

500- 50

0 12 3 t, 4 5 is)

Fig. 56 Typical current and voltaqe traces during starting

phase.
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Based on these experiments, it became clear that by far the

major erosion takes place during the starting phase when the

cathode is still fairly cold and a spotty discharge exists.

30-

20-

10

0 500 1000 1500 71 IA)

Fig. 58 Average mass loss during starting phase as a function

of the ignition current If.
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40 .o , I . s a -i c I-ion of tse ignit ion current and the cor-

respond inj ac ci ii t ., charje durinj the starting phases, re-

spec_ velv. Tnie to l avoraie mass loss per arc ignition amounts

t) _bout 2:) mj lot I pr(-set arc ignition curr-nt of 600 A and

deore'ses to about lfV mj and to a little less if the ignition

currLent is 1000 A and more. Since with increasing current 1[

tne cathode heat.3 ,,p faster, and therefore the time elapsed dur-

ing the startingj phase becomes smaller, the total mass loss de-

creases with increasing ignition current. As a function of the

accunul tei u ,,'ot t ic charge Q[, however, the mass loss in-

creaseS wits jf almost linearly. By taking the least square

fit slope we obtain an average erosion rate for the starting or

initial phase of 16.7 ig/As.

4 Erosion during steady state operation. During the long duration

tests, lasting about 240 to 60 minutes at steady state currents

oetween 1500 and about 4000 A, respectively, i.e. below onset

conditions (since steady state MPD thrusters must be run below

onset to avoid destruction) , the measured total mass loss is

about 400 mg. The erosion rate--not counting the losses of the

start Inq Lase--amoints to about 0.03 ig/As, which is three

orders of rnan i t ud -low that of the ignition phase. The meas-

ured eros ior rates, jiven by the cathode mass loss Am divided by

t aCC I IM J I f-i ' I-' ic charge Q in ig/C, for the continuously

ru"nri Lij s i. a 17 ,it- irc are plotted as a function of arc power,

arc cu1r c nt a n i I nct Ion of the correlation factor 12 /m in

Figs. 6hn,c, rtrz' L y, where m is the propellant mass

n[W. . 1 . ' , t1 o r )sionr rate may he considered a

P.I, L and I , i . one may coii-

;r-" rt i : 'n tt , is propor-

-i 'l ;', " . ' *) I , , ,rl( o htllnS a 1nass ioss

,, ; ,(4 )
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,uasi-stead_,,_ MPP r3ister

easiretn[:t; on a .t ;e3 thuster with the same electrode mate-

ria[ and jeumott r' show an average erosion rate ot about 14 (t

3.5) yg C withr arJon as propellant and 16 ( 3.5) vig/C with ni-

trogen as p,)oLlant see Fig. 61). These latter results were

Soo)rained by weigilng the cathode before and after about 420

snots at the same operation conditions. The pulsed thruster was

enerjized by a pulse-forming network with electrolytic capaci-

tors wnich produces rectangular current pulses of up to

IMax 8000 A lasting about 2 ms. It is interesting to note

that _ 'er,-;,, rate measured for the pulsed thruster is about

the :-an, ii; that tot the initial phase of the continuous thrust-

.r, but al;,) t-: :± t actor 3 to 5 greater than the erosion meas-
1 3 3 i.red in Japan with quasi-steady thrusters.",

In tne tollowing section, an explanation of a) the spotty "cold

cathude attachment" with a fairly high erosion rate and b) the

*1 more diftuse "hot cathode attachment" of much lower erosion will

be presented.
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4.3 Theory

Based on the experimental findings, one distinguishes between

(a) a spotty, more or less highly erosive and (b) a bright glow-

ing diffuse, low erosive cathode attachment within an MPD-arc

thruster. First, let us consider the spotty arc cathode.

Cold Spotty Arc Cathode

The starting phase of an MPD-arc may be described by the follow-

ing: at any favored spot (microprotusion and/or dielectric im-

purity) on the cathode surface, the electric field becomes

strong enough to start a breakdown. This breakdown causes a lo-

cal overheating of the emitting, microscopic spot site, thus

leading to evaporation and a plasma cloud which expands from the

spot site on the cathode surface into the gaseous half space.

After this first ignition phase, which according to Guile and

Jfittner 3 may last about 10-  s, a small crater with a diameter

of a few microns is formed (see Fig. 62). A few typical, but

more developed craters left on the surface of a thoriated tung-

sten cathode are shown in the photomicrograph of Fig. 63.

Plasma Vapor ,Jet

Low Pressure Plasma

* , Plasmalaycr

F Ig. 6 2 Q _]/ ti Li, (_aq he Ah_ asmla layer within and around a

%.. crater Of a cathode sp~ot ,
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tne Debye length given by

0kT kT 01 T
S 0o e o 813 - 1 0 e [m] (6)

D V 2e 2 n e e - /"' e / e

is much smaller than the crater radius r . Indeed, within the

crater the plasma pressure and hence the partial pressure of the

electron gas can be considered as much higher than outside Id;

therefore, KD and the thickness of the plasma layer above the

inner crater surface is thin.._(!<_<r6) w -i-le- outside--&ff -the crater

the plasma layer is relatively thick. As a consequence of this

plasma boundary configuration, the electric field strength Eu on

the concave crater surface is much larger than outside and

therefore strong enough to maintain a high current density, due

to field emission or thermal field emission on the inner crater

surface. The following quantitative discussion shall corroborate

this explanation.

,-,,......" oj,.1 :j in [A/m 2  )
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o-" ",4 ( r t Jn,:;tY iP- to) tfil jj tel( emission for an

electrode work function T 4.5 eV (tunjsten)
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Fig. 65 Straight stable (a) and bent unstable (b) current-

carrying plasma channel which emanates from a cathode spot.
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The CutiLeiit density within this channel is, as we have seen,

quite nigh so that electromagnetic forces cannot be neglected.

As it has been shown elsewhere , such a current-carrying

plasma channel with an axial flow is only straight and stable if

the pressure difference between the plasma and vapor pressure

Pv at the inner crater surface and the ambient pressure p.

is larger than (about) three times the average magnetic pres-

2 sure. A more detailed investigation shows that this factor is

about 3.0 for an almost flat crater (Fig. 66); for a hemispheri-

cal crater (Fig. 65a) it is about 3.3. The mathematical criteri-

on for a stable straight discharge channel emanating from an ac-

tive cathode spot follows therefore by

Pv p. > k-I Js (7)

where 3 k ' 3. 3, = 4i't0- Vs/Am (the magnetic permeabili-

" ty) , I s is the spot current and js is the average current

density across the spot orifice. Since for any arc spot the am-

nient pressure p- can be assumed small compared to the spot

pressure Pv above the melt, the value of the product spot cur-

rent times current density, at which a spot discharge goes from

stable to unstable, can be directly related to Pv.

In Fig. 67, the vapor pressure curves or the spot conditions

* Pv and T s  for stable and unstable behavior on pure -netal

cathodes like copper molybdenum and tungsten are illustrated.

Below these curves, a spot discharge is stable; above these

* curves it is unstable and cannot exist.

If the ahove, criterion (7) is not fulfilled, any small disturb-

ance leading to a minute curvature causes the current-carrying

plasma channel to kink, i.e. the channel axis bends more and

niore ind eventually the channel will come in contact with the

cathode surface at a nearby site off the original spot (Fig.

" 65r) . The new site will be heated up and a new current-carrying

spot will be initiated. Again, for this new spot the stability

r#ejuirement (7) must he fultilled in order to maintain a stahle

and active discharge.

,.W
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r , 0 .- . 3 , j,:: spot, ,an now have features

si miu i r t.ft,-,, . Aan, a plasimia and vapor jet will

ro~uqa; t2 , ... ] >;_,t I iq. 66), and for the main cur-

ren 1 tC Ir C I_.-q ch ;.± a r I; -manates from thLS larger spot site,

the ;tjni it v r 7 ) as derived for the microspot is

now appi fort. . torn ma'y state that the requirement (7)

is vaiid ver,' I:-r. ; ty or .it; stable type of cathode spot. For

th -1 jmt-ei a ir.- spots, however, their total spot cur-

tent, s, will I s j-r , whil. the average current density,

I~ s , i.S ll ; .. i n ri . )at a m i cro spot

T!) e v J ,-i o.; L- te telL Pv in requirement (7) can
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one. A spot discharge therefore always requires a minimLm evap-

* oration rate mvs,min, which is proportional to the square root

of the molecular or atomic weight M of the evaporated cathode

material and inversely proportional to the square root of the

melted spot surface temperature, Ts . If the cathode attachment

consists of n individual spots identified by the indices

1,2,...,i,...,n, the overall minimum evaporation rate follows by

n *n

Y mv = c 1T s (10)
v*ini vi,min .= si, 1 s

and since the total current I is given by the sum over all spot

currents Is , the overall minimum erosion rate due to evapora-

tion, Ev,min, is by definition

n
_-.-m . - T . is i

E vnI_ c [kg/Cj. (11)
v,min c

n

i=1

It is of interest to note that according to eq. 11 the spots

with relatively high individual current rates (Isi large),

i.e. the clustered spots, contribute the major amount of ero-

sion, and that the erosion rate is about proportional to the

spot current of those spots. If the cathode attachment consists

only of many identical microspots with the same average spot

current, Isi = Is = const, and the same average surface tein-

2 perature Tsi = T s  const, the overall erosion rate becomes

independent of the number of spots and reduces to
-.4

/M
vmin = T I kgiC . (12)

The smaller theretore the spot current, the smaller the erosion

rate. This does not mean that the overall arc current must be

small, hit rather that. the number of spots are large.

.4
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Sin ii I Ir cri d I,)ns mi-,t ox 1st now on the tungsten cathodes of

ihl.;ed th!usters, since 1Lrin9 the short discharge the cathode

does not neat ip to tnerinionlc temperatures. Ag. -n, spots are

-present, and since the measured erosion rate is of about the

same amount ' 14 -,g, C) and the spot temperature, Ts , must be

taken ahoit tie same (since the dissipation mechanisms within

spots of the same erosion rate are the same), the spot current

amonts ajain to about 135 A or to 27 A with a droplet loss fac-

! or ot 5. At tne current maximum of 8000 A, the number of spots

are t:serefore between 60 and 300. Since the conditions in all

tnese spots vary s1igntly, they are not stable bnt should rather

j.L-p according to tse following explanation. If for instance tne

S Ias a pre ss1re within a spot increases slightly, the Debye

lenj r and t..-efore tne electric resistance of the spot de-

"cr ases. According to Kirchhoff's distributi on law, the cirrent

I L e c,-cent rted throun that circuit t lowest resistance- -

i' r I case tr),ig tne spot of lowest resistance. That means,

-Zowe'a',r, tnat for tnis spot the right side of tne stability re-

-guiirement (71, *:d) or (9) increases faster than the left side.

Tie cons.'Ien will r)e that the discharge channel above the

L -spot 'will become instable and, hence, causes a splitting or a

imrp .o a new .;pot- ci1te . Tne supot ar~- there tore, d ist r ibiited and

TaV 3 u'mp )ver tn P cathode sr face, but accord ing to i niomogene - i-

, i,.o)t the catnode sIrface and of tne surf ace (.-oing, as we"

.entire arc snape, they will prefer to appear on certain

t a vo ah 1 t , I i I I ri A rd to ed i c t ar( s .

!' ii h, ins .. ],.' ,)ir],',c, ,)t all ts,- .e . .. I, ,t:; mi: ll>{o 5t
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The current density on a thermionically emitting cathode surface

is governed by the Richardson equation

j = Au T e - i/kT [A/mr] (15)

where Aj is the Richardson constant, ¢ is the electron work

function and k is the Boltzmann constant. Hence, with increasing

surface temperature, the current density increases rapidly.

AssLming now that within the diffuse attachment area, due to

small fluctuations, the temperature on one spot would increase

only slightly above the proper value, the current density would

increase in this spot, and along with the current density, due

to ohmic heating, the temperature would also increase, and so

on. According to Kirchhoff's distribution law, the current would

be more and more concentrated until field emission sets in and

self-magnetic field effects play a role. In that case, however,

the above spot theory becomes applicable.

j,' r T , ,F. lt T lJ p )t C l

I.:-.

0.4

Y , . .

,J~r T 3 , spo,' t Lr,[es dr,' 0.., -soo t tTsr[ r-ent f T: .3n< spot CtJ -

ot -'. 1, w', jr", v i l I i n.- same * ro :iorn rate of 0.031

". -,. . S
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channel to touch the cathode in the vicinity of the spot and

eventually leads to a new spot site. This effect causes the spot

to split and/or to move discontinuously over the surface. These

ones, which leads to an enhanced erosion. It is shown that the

smallest possible overall erosion rate is directly proportional

to the spot current and that it is not necessarily a function of

the arc current. Therefore, in order to avoid a high erosion

rate, the number of spots should be high, while the average spot

c rrent should be small. The relatively high cathode erosion

rates measured with the pulsed and during the starting phase of

the continuous MPD-arc thruster are explained by spots which

carry a current of about 30 to 160 A.

The processes occuring on a glowing cathode surface of a steady

state continuous MPD-arc device are discussed and, based on data

in the literature, the expected erosion rate determined. Since

such a seemingly diffuse thermionic attachment is obviously un-

stable, it is suggested that this so-called thermionically emit-

ting cathode also consists of many tiny hot spots in which field

emission is predominant.

.11
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5.Nume r ical IMode11 q~o of _tne -1ow L)_ i ca~jln MPU Thirus ter s

I. Introd uc tio n

T:-, inae in Dnboard electrical powerC in the near tuture i:s

-1 a ~I n raising I nte rest in self-field MPD thruLs ters. Despite

t: m siPI ict in Ii fin and powe r cond it ion ing, ty a ce ha n-

di capped t-ven today :,y the shor tcoi1ngs at low efficiency and a

* pe:r-rnanct, lin il k:.. wn ais "onset" wnhich rest ricts_ the flow rate

- - at a .j iv en c ro!nt valIue. The re f ore, in ce t he beg i n n in oi f th e

ic Ij - AnIIJ inv rig t!.- 1,3 0n of solf -tfi e I d M I, ) t-n r 1-is;trs d~ tLh e e nd

er es i xt is , ct.r has been made to cnterstn the phsc

or re MPZ) discnarge and the development of appropriate codes.

73_1t the MPD pro'nlems cannot be solved easily, because in con-

tras;t to tne hardwaire simnplicity of these devices, the physics

0 involved are of extreme complexity. To mention only a few: real

aseffects, i.e. cold propellant is heated up in an arc and the

gas has to be dissociated and ionized; the problems related with

tne electrodes are only partly known or solved; the plasma is in

a thermal non-equilibrium; because of the low densities and high

renperatires the Reynold's numbers are low and the friction can-

not be neglected; the magnetic Reynold 's number is too high to

separate f low and discharge; etc. This list is by nomean a

complete one. Added to these physical complexities a;re numerical

difficulries: the necessary coupling of difterent partial dif-

ferential equat ion s y stems , nam el1y elliptical a nd hyperbolic

ones; non-linearities; steep gradients; aind saon. And let us

not forget ditficult g eomet r ies . Therefore, due to the great

complex ity of the phsc1conditions, for all codes establ ished

to ole a lastpats ofUo -epohlemns, many and Ireat sim-

pl it icat-ions mnast be mnade. Thfe result in5 4 codes inclIude for exam-

pie oedmninl' quasi-two-dimensional a-nd s impltfifpd

~w- imen Lanai tne .i C '

Ta.i crmapter , fAr-ther approaches are -'sn~ : frt he

iros )f HIgIie has been modified ind useod f,), Jift-rent

n-il I V r no zz 1 c-tv pe thris t ers . I'wn ,- ~ t 0

rir ef ined codo ha.; beenr deVlOe '

I rs's Imna electromniet ic (',I -I Iat ml f '1 t)W, o)n
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Onm's law, Sii1lar o ) Ret. 49, and the [low is modeled by a

one-dimensional, i I--ecu ihrim expansion. The equations are

solved only for the steadyl pase. The third approach uses com-

parable electroinaqnotic equlations, hut models the flow actually

two-di;:v n>ionl] {wit~i a modified MacCornack code. All three

approadchles ue t ,[ .... rode [effects and friction

5.2 Adaptation or tue Seini-Empirical H(]gel Calculation Method

to Inclide IDifferent Geometries

In Ref. 10 Hi-qel , evcioped a manetofluiddynamic model which he

"used to explain 'he natur-e of the discharge instabilities set

tinq in at ie so-called critical value of I 2/rn. In this model

Fig . 68), tre ;i'i LI aritv between the measured flow field with a

spatial source fl Ow field is used to establish a computational

code to reslolv, the midst ream flow in a quasi-two-dimensional

manner. As a Lrter a-;sunmption, the magnetic Reynolds number is

taken as low, i.e. Rm < 1. In such a case, it is possible to de-

termirie the el ectro;nagnetic field separately from the flow

field, whereas its effect upon the latter is still explicitly

taken into account v ia force and heating terms in the momentum
and energy equat tons. As a tir-t stej), then, the distribution of

. °

crm9l~ n w t ~ r) n c;. a ti r, t s te 1 th
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current density and magnetic field is calculated >7. using poten-

ttal theory and Maxwell's equations and by introd ucing a stream

tuncct ion 4'. The elect r)de geomet ry and u' . .rrut di, stributions

on the electrodes, needed as boundary con-itio'is for the solu-

.. tion of tne partial differential equation for ', are taken from

the experi,nents. Good agreement Jotween calculated and measured

current distributions justifies this procedure.

Hence, from the uisial set of basic ,omct ions, 1 state, conti-

11inity, momentum, ener,!y, and Ohm's law, a :,sstem of ,-artial dif-

ferential equations for the flow pcopert is is obtained. Joule

.,eating and electromagnetic forces are included, whereas heat

conduction, radiation, and jiscous effects are neoIected In

particular, the results of that model indicate.d a reduction of

the pressure at the anode wall witn increasinI,, . The value

at which the pressure approached zero agreed well with the ex-

perimentally observed value. Although i wide vai-iety of parame-

ters had been investigated, both experimentally and theoreti-

cally, the geomitry of the thruster had never been altered.

Hence, it appeared necessary to also cover this aspect in the

research work.

Along this line, then, a study was made to prove whether this

magnetofluiddynamaic model could be used as an appropriate tool

for parametric and predictory calculations. 2 Thereby, the main

goal was to investigate the etfect of the opening angle of the

thruster's cone nozzle upon the critical conditions and the

achievable thrust.

The orig inal odel was C inged to omit som- sl Jp i fi ations ap-

plied in the nathematic treatment of the cone geometry. In par-

ticular, when calcilating volm111 elements, stream functions and

- electromagnet ic force; sal 1-an ls -ap prox ict ions whme ising go-

niometric funct ion; were roplaced )y the fexact expressions. In

.-. Fi,. 69, compulted vi I e; - t n, pr sure at h- ,vn',, are plot-

teI ,-t I r1inct ion nf tie cO r I la t Ion ),l .Ia , r I m , r difter-

e, nt n :-, In. Th- re im il tue anodo (i-

-'. creases with inire.-;rm. I ' m ntil it rerch,; z,,r.) at some

944
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11criticil" conditionr Clearly, tnis appeu ars as a consequence of

tlie tact , that with increas ing 1i the so i t- mndnet ic torces

lead to a steepening pressure profile over the cross section.

Note that (I'/m)crit is the same for all values of in.

The effect of the opening angle upon the critical value

(1!/m)crit is summarized in Fig. 70. It appears that some

asymptotic value of about 4"10 id As ,'kg is reached. From these

results, it should be advantageous to use thrusters with large

opening angles.

However, of much more interest is the thrust that can be

achieved at the corresponding conditions. Or more precisely,can

done expect an increase in specific impulse? In Fig. 71, the cal-

culated thrust at constant mass flow rate is snown is a function

of current and opening angle. The dashed curve represents the

- limits imposed by reaching the critical values of I/n. The

a s need curve "36exp" show the experimental results for the

case of an opening angle of 360 (Stuttgart thruster) which coin-

cide quite well with the calculated values. There is Etrong evi-

dence that the specific impulse rather decreases than rises with

increasing angle.

%/
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However, before drawing final conclusions, one must recall tne

many assumptions that had to be made in order to obtain the ana-

lytical model of Ref. 10. For example, according to the original

procedure, the attainable thrust for 63 ° would be slightly below

the electromagnetic component SM. This fact might be an indi-

cation of innerent limitations of the model itself or its valid-

ity for describing extreme geometries. Hence, the question as to

the optim.- opening angle for a nozzle-type thruster appears not

to be answered yet.

IIC
oc I kg/

SC
/

".".-// 36".x

Soo 1000 1A) SO00 10000

FLg. 7 Calculated tn_[:js__t as a function of current with the

openinj _a9e as parameter and with the experimental results

for a 369_ as comparison.
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5.3 Steady-State MPD Thruster investi ations

In order to predict tihe overall performance of continuously run-

ning, self-field MPD thrusters, a sem i- two-d imens ional model

calculation and computer program has been developed. , In a

first step tris program has been used to investigate the current

contour lines and the thrust within the nozzle-type thruster DT2

(Fig. 3).

Current Contour Lines

In this approach, the current contour lines are calculated in r-

-'. and z- dependence while the flow field is taken as d one-dimen-
4. .

sional, frictionless expansion flow, assuming isothermal behav-

ior for the electron component and isentropic expansion for the

heavy particles like ions and neutrals. This assumption is jus-

tified, since primarily the electron component is heated ny

Onnic energy input, and since within the nozzle expansion flow

the energy exchange between the lightweight electrons and the

heavy particles like ions and neutrals is fairly weak. There-

foce, reaction collisions (ionization and recombination process-

es, etc.) are neglected. Hence, the model approach distinguishes

between electron and heavy particle temperatures and assumes a

frozen flow from the nozzle throat on downstream.

*Within the nozzle throat, one assumes a "fully developed" arc

flow regime, i.e. the gas and plasma velocity and the current

density vector have only an axial component and the arc column

is defined by only radial heat transfer (and possibly by radial

radiation) losses. Moreover, from the nozzle throat on upstream,

- one no longer distinguishes between electron and heavy particle

temperatures, since within this higher pressure regime a tight
coupling between all components is more likely to be established

.4'..., than in the low pressure downstream nozzle regime. In spite of

the neglect of the radial dependency of the flow and species

temperatures, however, this model approach turns out to be an

effect.ive tool for predicting the current contour lines within
and the thrust and specific impulse of a nozzle-type self-field

MPD thruster.



Assumptions:

* steddy state conditions

• rot it ional symmetry

no azimuthal current

• singly ionized, quasi-neutral plasma

* electric current density normal to electrode surfaces
* from cathode to nozzle throat: thermal equilibrium

* within the nozzle: frozen flow, ambipolar expansion flow

without friction, electrons: isothermal, ions: adiabatic

outside the nozzle: hyperbolic expansion flow, electrons

and ions adiabatic

Basic Equations:

Maxwell 's eqs.:

x, 4 * (16)
+

x + 0 (17)

- 0 (18)

* E 0 (19)

,% ~Ohm~ ' - a

•j = 1 jE + " x - [i x g] (20)
.. '. B

A,, Equat ion ot Stite:

P k lilt( )] -1 } (21)i m Tt {o+ t

Continuity Equation: 'vA = tAtv =m (22)

't-'.



Expansion Relation:

v A t v
=' 1 + in tA  v + ,1 - , I

+ A Vz

~- 3_ - ... x B A .z (23)
my z t z

Nozzle Throat Conditions:

vt 2 = (% ]=2 k Tt 24)
Vt- p t,isoth Mu t

Tt = T = f " (1 )12/5 (25)
e e.

where f is a slowly varying function depending on current dis-

• .'tribution.

The last three equations are derived in detail under the above

assumptions in Ref. 4.

Rewriting Ohm's Law by means of Maxwell's equations, one obtains
'p a vector equation for the magnetic induction vector in the

form

..

rot -rot B)- rot v x

+ rot " (rot ) x = 0 (26)

with B en (27)
e

For a -tream function

'Y rB

w ith r-:pe ct t( t he rot t. ional symmetry and tho z,,ro az inuthal

current, the elliptic, partial differential equation of 2nd or-

der follows from eq. (26) in the form

--



r "u
u  v + - r - o + o Oi

d d * ;. d v d v ' l
- Ld ~ v

r + i z 2

r dz r

qTie tunct ion (r, z) const. represents now a current contour

line, since B : B: I(r) r and 1(r) is the electric current

carried trirofh a cross sectional area of rr TThe proper bound-

_,try- conditions for - follow from the geometry of the thruster

walls and ,lectrod#z;.

A so1Jziofn of tne eqiation system (16) - (28) requires as input

data:

• c;eometry of Thruster A(z)

• Mass Flow Rate

* Electric Current I

and Yi tds to e, followini results:

• *iirrent Contour Lines

Sp- i t ic Impul se Isp

Stej_ 1 : ~ ; 5Qi 1 n t rit -it-ai/

- j x B A dz
Ztt

in thoe (,xpa ion relation e. (23) to zero, one obtains

).,fthr with the nozzle throat conditions (24) and

(ES; a 1 tr-t lF)prf)xilnat ion of v(z) , p(z) , 0(z) and

Z) n,,(,:) witthin tt1' nozzle. Outside the nozzle

one .;:; e:; a hyperbolic expansion flow, which means

is Vr 0 (F Ij 72)

,--
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-' t:i tie knowl-dge ot tne flow anL p Iasm 1 )roperties

i t I r st approxinmation , ', . and v are also known, as

well I ci tie r Jerivatives. Witn tLiese quantities one

now solves the di tkeent ial equat ion 26 by means of a

in i , i t tP t1r 1 t 1a I metnod (Gauss-Se ide 1) tor the cur-

rent contour lines in first approximation. In Fig. 73

tie current contour lines are shown for ditferent cur-

r nts netween l .3 and 4 kA. According to Maxwell's

-i J ii,, one also obtains trom the current density

and trle j x 5 torce contig uration within the dischdrge.

.t : One olves. tsP ,xpansion relation (eq. 23) numerically

- v tak !n 1 X i) witnin the integral from Step I

- tAtt ts velocity v( z) and the qantities p( z)

Zz are calculated in second order approxiina-

tiom inm tra) tnat tne new quantities for -, and v

witn tse ir ler ivat ives.

Wlti t n.se now quantities, one now solves the differen-

ti.AI eldat ion {28) for the current contour lines by

Me in0 1 )t trn,, same nLmer ica 1 method as in Step 1 .

* fepea- ing S t ep 2 yields an iterative solution of tne

eqiution sy'stem (16) - (25).

/

... Fitj. Scheme of the dens ity model. ins ide the nozzle: one-

",%' ,imensional. Outside #the nozzle: elliptical.

o'U.
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Tne calculation shows that Jt '-r two steps trnte current

contour lines with I 4 kA do not. charne anymure ind

even a t i rst stop a ppro3ci 1,.es iood rsu Its. Por

lower current rates the deviation is even smaller.

A comparison between calculated and measured current pattern

(Fig. 74) shows a fairly good agreement. The fact that in the

measured case the anode attachment is more concentrated down-

stream of the nozzl- end than in the calculated case may be at-

tributed to the theoretical model which neglects the boundary

layer alonq tne nozzle and anode walls.

i -7 74 -LK l iate and b) measured current contour li-nes of

* tvie MiPJ di;'rJ'In the io zzl e-- type DT2-I.RS thruster for I

1, 3 K A and I -i ~ _8 a ar cgo n

' [ --.- . ~ - *.-
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L t I rI,

:oKnown j xB torce configuration and the flow

Tne tirist of a self-field MPD) accelerator is composed of two

effec tS; fis the SuIM Of all gas-dynamic surface forces on the

inner pleii~im :hamber and on the inner nozzle wall, and second
the sum of 3ll volum~ie effects given by the magnetic field forces

,vnich ac. 'netwek._n the current-carrying plasma and the entire

* power circuit, including the coaxial electrodes. Hence it is

v i- d? - j x B dV (29a)
V

C T Pp A j x B dV (29b)
V

where ,,,vv P, is the gas dynamic force per unit area; A srep-

resents tne surf ace of all internal walls like plenum chamber

with the gas inlet cross sections, the cathode surface and the

inner ,olid wall of the nozzle; V is the current-carrying vol--

um.The second termn is the sum over all 3x B' forces which act

between the current-carrying solid leads of the electric power

* circuit and the current-carrying plasma; in the second equation

p is the chambher pressure, At the nozzle throat area and

cTn tue thrust coefficient matching the gas dynamic effects.

it is 1)y dcIiinition

cT p _,A+

-' S

Tnre cal-cii ated thri:st, hased on the current density and ma(,

icid Je~o'n in-d witf tne (v,,ocedure ac, desctibed in tnue

"Cre ontofur Iin'es", . (Wcompared with the exi)

downl in I

.24
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Fig. 75 gCopmparison between calculated and measured thrust of

the DT2-IRS thruster. Tm,max is the maximum possible electro-

magnetic thrust.
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5.4 Time Dependent, Two-Dimensional MPD Thruster Investigations

In addition to the steady state MPD theory, a real two-dimen-

sional numerical code has been developed. 54 This code allows the

calculation of the time dependent plasma properties during the

starting phase of steady state MPD thrusters, as well as for

pulsed mode thrusters. The numerical solution is done in a man-

ner similar to that of Jacobi for laser applications. In a

first approach, this MPD code was applied to the cylindrical MPD

thruster ZT1 being developed at this institute. Fig. 76 shows

the drawing of ZT1, and Fig. 77 shows the corresponding simpli-

fied scheme for the calculation.

VL

Fig. 76 Cylindrical continuous MPD thruster ZT1-IRS.

qb

- 150 ---

60

Fig. 77 Simplified scheme used for the calculation.
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The geometrical configuration on which the computation is based

was chosen as close as possible to the experimental device. The

radii of cathode and anode are taken according to the dimensions

of the real device; however, the length of the cathode is as-

sumed to be of the same length as the anode and it matches the

length of the three anode segments (see Fig. 76). The model is

assumed to be an infinite tube of an insulator with a central

insulating rod, only the electrodes will be of zero resistance.

For the time dependent calculation of the MPD flow, two inde-

pendent codes were correlated to determine flow field, current

and magnetic field distribution. These two codes are connected

in the following manner: for a given flow field, the current,

and hence the magnetic field distribution, was determined. With

these results the flow field equations were integrated. In the

next time step, this new flow field and the new distribution of

the thermal properties were taken to calculate the new electro-

magnetic field distribution, and so on.

As input data the two codes require:

• geometry of the thruster

- mass flow rate

. electric current as a function of time

and at the starting point:

" temperature field

" Mach number.

This yields the following time dependent results:

* flow

• temperature

. pressure

. Mach number

• magnetic field

. current density distribution within the channel

. electrothermal thrust.

aw% v"
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Electromagnetic Code

The electromagnetic properties are obtained in a similar manner

as from the steady state thruster code, using the following as-

sumptions:

• rotational symmetry

• no azimuthal current

• electric field normal to the electrode surfaces.

One solves Ohm's law with respect to Maxwell's equations; this

imeans one must solve the elliptic partial differential equation

28.

The boundary conditions are as follows:

On the insulator surface and at the boundary of the integration

area, the stream function 7 equals zero for the case of the

downstream insulator and equals 'max for the upstream insula-

tor. At the electrodes the boundary condition follows from the

requirement that the electric field 9 must be perpendicular to

the surface. This means for a cylindrical channel as considered

here that at the electrode surfaces Ez equals zero. Therefore,

the boundary condition follows to

1 - 0 (31)V~r2
_Jioir )r r .0r 6z

With this closed boundary condition, the computation was done

with a Gauss-Seidel code and yields as a result the magnetic

field and the current density distribution within the channel.

Flow Field Code

For the description of the time-dependent, two-dimensional,

supersonic, ohmically heated flow the conservation equations for

-%, mass, impulse and energy were used with the following assump-

tions:

. friction free flow

. rotational symnetry

* no azimuthal current and velocity

. supersonic flow within the channel
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The conservation theorem formulation was chosen in order to sat-

isfy the Rankin-Hugoniot shock conditions implicity; hence the

description of shock depth and shock velocity are very good.

These considerations yield the following non-linear hyperbolic

differential equation system with cylindrical coordinates
p

p pv r PV z Pvr/r

Pr 2 PvVr Pv2 /r-j zx Be
+ + 2 + =0

Pvz  PVrV z  p + PV rVz/r-jrx B

e (p+e)v (p+e)v (p+e) rr  2 /a
tr z r

(32)

where the indices 1t, 'Y1 l1z indicate the partial differentia-

tion with respect to time and to the r- and z-directions.

Boundary Conditions:

upstream: at that boundary all flow parameters are assumed

to be constant and must be set.

downstream: here the flow parameters are extrapolated because

of the calculated field parameters.

at the side: no normal velocity; normal differentiations equal

zero.

Initial conditions:

At t = 0 the flow parameters equal the undisturbed

parallel flow;

uniform current density;

Mach number and temperature must be set.

For the numerical solution a modified MacCormack code was used;
this is an explicit code of second order which uses the shock

-4

-. capturing method. It allows a fairly high energy input into the

flow due to ohmic heating and a steep rise in the impulse due to
j x 9 forces. Because of instabilities at the starting phase

caused by initial and boundary conditions on the upstream bound-

ary, the initial conditions will be restricted for the moment to

values which result in cowling numbers smaller than 1.5 in the

middle of the electrodes.
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For the example presented, the calculation is based on the fol-

lowing initial values: T(0) = 8000 K, Ma(0) = 1.2, with a mass

flow of 20 g/s argon. The current as a function of time is taken

as a sine square function sin2[tct/2t 0] rising from I(t=0) = 0 to

I(to=2004s) = 12 kA and is taken as constant from there on.

With this input data the computation yields the time dependent

current density distribution, as illustrated in Fig. 79.

C.

50 IO0 ISO 200 2%0 00 3SO 40

T,.m I

Fig. 78 Current curve versus time.

•Anode .

Cnatd

T n -, u I ,t

Fig. 79 Calcuiled curtent contour lines _in a cylindrical MPD

thruster. Dotted lines at t 20 [is, dashed after 160 ps and

solid after 200 iss

.-
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Starting with radially parallel and homogeneous current contour

lines at t = 0, the current is driven more and more downstream--

stronger near the anode than at the cathode--and bulges at the

electrode ends. The dotted lines are those at 20 ts after start-

ing, and the dashed and solid lines are for 160 ps and 200 ps,

respectively.

Fig. 80 illustrates the temperature distribution 100 ts and 200

A s after starting. The strong rise in temperature near the

electrode is caused by ohmic heating due to the relatively high

current density there. The disturbance at the cathode end due to

discontinuous boundary conditions decreases with time. This

fairly marked disturbance at starting is one reason for choosing

a high initial temperature.

1500

120 ] 5

t= 200 '4s

II

Fig. 80 Temperature distribution within the channel a a)J00
99

"2 #s, b) _200_. s.

I
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A radial shock front formed at the end of the electrodes moves

upstream while lowering its intensity; this is demonstrated in

Fig. 81.

The axial and radial velocity distribution at 200 ps are plotted

in Fig. 82. At both ends of the cathode there is a steep rise in

the radial velocity vr, while the axial velocity reaches its

maximum at the beginning of the cathode. The axial velocity de-

creases towards the cathode end, with a low rise from this point

downstream as well as towards the anode.

The relationship of the Mach number distribution to the tempera-

ture and velocity distribution at 200 4s is shown in Fig. 83.

The Mach number set equal to 1.2 at the upstream boundary reach-

es an initial maximum at the beginning of the cathode, rises

t = 0 uO s

N

150

120 )

.00

60

Fig. 81 Pressure distribution within the channel at a) 100 Ms 1

bt 200_ s.
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Fig. 82 Velocity distribution at 200 is. a) Axial velocity

± z , b) radial velocity vr .

.,.'.t = 
200 ps

Fig. 83 Mach number distribution at 200 ts-.
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again while reaching an interim maximum at about 1/3 of the

cathode length and rises once more behind the electrodes. The

minimum at the end of the cathode is caused by the temperature

instability at that point. It is remarkable that the Mach number

is below 1 within a wide range, especially before the end of the

electrodes.

As described in section 5.3, the thrust is composed of an MPD

part and a gas dynamic part (see eq. 29a). The pure MPD thrust

can be calculated by an integration of the * x B forces within

the entire current-carrying volume; another possibility is to

use the well-known formula 
1 2

2

101 rA
Tmax 47 lnr (33)

c

where rA/rc is the anode to cathode ratio. Both have been done

for the example described here with a coincidence of within 1%.

In Fig. 84 the pure MPD thrust (dashed line) and the total

thrust (solid line) are plotted depending on time. The total

calculated thrust at 400 ps lies within a 3% deviation from the

expected thrust.

e2

-----------------

ru IO 1110 4fl

Fig. 84 Thrust versus time. Solid line: total thrust. Dashed

line: electromagnetic thrust.
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Even more troublesome is the fact that the conservation of mass

is only valid within a 10% range. Fig. 85 shows the mass flow

versus time at four different channel cross sections.

These deviations from the mass conservation law are an inherent

attribute of the MacCormack code.

..................... ..............

0 beq~ nrn" ... p e L huch n L
mcdIdLe of th'e e'Le troes

endT the .ChanneL

0 50 1O ; I1SO 200 250 300 3S;0 400

Tcme (ps

Fig. 85 Mass flow versus time at different channel cross sec-

tions
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6. Mission Analysis

Parallel to the MPD investigations, some mission analysis was

performed to evaluate the employment limits and to justify the

development of those thrusters. The output was first an optimi-

zation study in which the known results of Langmuir and Irving

[56, 571 were refined by better and more realistic assumptions,

e.g. by taking the specific power of the power supply unit as a

function of the specific impulse. The results were presented at

the 21st Joint Propulsion Conference, 1985 (see chapter 7) and

will be published in summer 1987 in the Journal ot Propulsion

and Power.

Second, a trajectory optimization program [58] was modified to

allow the calculations of optimal low thrust trajectories. This

study is also supported by an ESA contract and is not yet com-

pleted (see Samland, chapter 7).

'%.

Ii.
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7. Li.st of Reports and Publications

During the period of the research grant, the following reports,
papers and student theses have been accomplished.

Interim Scientific Reports

No. 1, Part A - Herbert 0. Schrade, Monika Auweter-Kurtz, Helmut
* L. Kurtz: Plasma Thruster Development. October 1985.

No. 1, Part B - Rolf D. B~ihler+: Plasma Thruster Development:
Magnetoplasmadynamic Propulsion, Status and Basic Problems.
(ed. by H. L. Kurtz), published as AFRPL-86-013, February 1986.

Student Theses
Kettner, B. F.: Nichtlineare, instationare Warmebilanzrechnung
strahlungsgekiihlter Elektroden. Diplomarbeit, ISD, Universitat
Stuttgart, 1984.hi: Merke, W. D.: Messung von Strom- Spannungscharakteristiken qua-
sistationdr betriebener Eigenfeldbeschleuniger. Studienarbeit,

* Institut f~ir Raumfahrtantriebe, Universitat Stuttgart, Stuttgart
* 1985.

Merke, W. D.: Untersuchungen zur Energiebilanz in einem gepul-
sten Plasmabeschleuniger. ERS-86-S9, Diplomarbeit, ITLR, Univer-
sitat Stuttgart, 1986.

Daum. A.: Lei stung smessung an quasi-stationar betriebenen MPD,
Triebwerken. IRS-87-S6, Studienarbeit, Institut fUr Raumfahrt-
systeme, Universitat Stuttgart, 1987.

Ehrlich, H.: Theoretische Untersuchungen zurn Einflup der Daisen-
geometrie auf die Leistungsdaten eines MPD-Triebwerkes. Diplom-
arbeit, Institut f~ir Raumfahrtantriebe, Universit~t Stuttgart,
1985.

Schleinitz, J. P.: Berechnung des Str6mungs- und elektrischen
Stromdichtefeldes im MPD-Eigenfeldbeschleuniger fUr isothermes
Elektronen- und adiabatisches Ionenverhalten. Diplomarbeit, IRA-
85-51, Institut fUr Raumfahrtantriebe, Universit~t Stuttgart,
1985.

Isselhorst, A.: Berechnung des Ex pans ionsvorgang s in einen
Plasmatriebwerk unter Ber~cksichtigung der elektromagnetischen
Kompression. Diplomarbeit, IRS, Universitat Stuttgart, IRS-87-
S5, 1987.

Sleziona, P. C.: Instation~re Berechnung der elektrischen
Stromkontourlinien und des Strdmungsfeldes im zylindrischen MPD-
Triebwerk. Diplomarbeit, IRS, Universit~t Stuttgart, IRS-86-S7,
1986
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von Bilow, H. Konstruktion eines zylindrischen MPD-Triebwer-
kes. Diplomarbeit, IRA-86-S4, 1986.

Samland, G.: Berechnung interplanetarer Ubergangsbahnen von
Raumfahrzeugen mit elektrischen Raketenantrieben. Diplomarbeit,
Institut fir Raumfahrtsysteine, UniversitAt Stuttgart, Summer
1987.

Papers and Publications

Auweter-Kurtz, M., Kurtz, H. L., Schrade, H. 0.: Optimization
of Propulsion Systems for Orbital Transfer with Separate Power-
supplies Considering Variable Thruster Efficiencies. AIAA-85-
1152, 21st Joint Propulsion Conference, Monterey, CA, 1985.

Kurtz, H. L., Auweter-Kurtz, M., Schrade, H. 0.: Self Field MPD
Thruster Design--Experimental and Theoretical Investigations.
AIAA-85-2002, 18th International Electric Propulsion Conference,
Alexandria, VA, 1985.

Schrade, H. 0., Auweter-Kurtz, M., Kurtz, H. L.: Cathode Ero-
sion Studies on MPD Thrusters. AIAA-85-2019, 18th International
Electric Propulsion Conference, Alexandria, VA, 1985.

Kurtz, H. L., Auweter-Kurtz, M., Merke, W. D. and Schrade, H.O.:
".-. Experimental MPD Thruster Investigations. AIAA-87-1019, 19th In-

ternational Electric Propulsion Conference, Colorado Springs,
CO, 1987.

Auweter-Kurtz, M., Kurtz, H.L., Schrade, H.O. and Sleziona, P.C:
Numerical Modeling of the Flow Discharge in MPD Thrusters. 19th
International Electric Propulsion Conference, Colorado Springs,
CO, 1987.
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